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Live Never 
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 Ryan has earned a name for himself as one of radioʼs most 
distinctive voices, providing talk and hip-hop fanatics with the hottest 
music and performances from platinum hip-hop and R&B artists, including 
Jay-Z, R Kelly, Anthony Hamilton, Mary J. Blige and many more.  He 
reaches over a half million fans today on his weekly talk show program.  
Back by popular demand to reach the 18 – 34 market group again.  Ryan 
returns to his roots a live weekend three-hour count down show:  The 
Spinn Off with Ryan. 
 This program defines the life of Urban America in hip-hop and 
R&B cultures.
 The Spinn Off counts down the top twenty songs of the week, but 
it doesnʼt stop there.  Ryan is coming out of the Music Capitol of the 
World Atlanta Georgia.  He knows what it takes to keep our youth 
listening.  
 Featured Artist of the Week:  Artist like Jay-Z, Lilʼ Jon, David 
Banner and many more stops by to give Ryan an in-depth interview and 
talk about their latest hits.  Ryan has his eyes open for up and coming 
stars from local communities he serve. 
 Ryanʼs Mini – Mega – Mix:  Featuring world renowned DJʼs and 
Ryan on the ones and twoʼs himself.  This 15 minute mini-mega-mix 
features a blazing mix of both new and old school mixes from the hottest 
tracks around the world. 
 The Spinn Off Entertainment Report:  Three minutes of the 
hottest hip-hop gossip and news from those on the inside that know.  
Love B Scott one of the hottest from the West Coast bring the gossip like 
no other. 
 Featured New Artist of the Week:  Youʼll hear the next biggest hit 
from out of the hip-hop community.  Youʼll hear it first right here inside The 
Spinn Off with Ryan from either an established artist or an up-and-comer. 
Old School Song of the Week:  Ryan takes us back to the biggest hits 
and names back in the day with the hottest hip-hop and R&B in our 
history. 
 Whatʼs hot and happening:  Ryan opens the lines to callers to talk 
about some of the hottest news hitting the hip-hop and R&B community.  
Getting the response to the hottest news in our community is what The 
Spinn Off is all about. 
 Ryan has been a consistent ratings getter in several current 
markets.  Ryan has doubled the ratings in area just shortly after going on 
air.  Ryan has been compelling numbers in 18 -34 market group.
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